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Just Me and My Cat
Revised 1999

Alan Stringer

Lazy, soft-shoe tempo
Dotted quarter = MM 100

Mezzo-Soprano 1
Verse 1 and 2

Mezzo-Soprano 2
Verse 3 and 4

Piano

Mez. 1

check my size and find I'm running to fat.

Mez. 2

wake to find no head to pet or to pat.

Pno.

sad to say that life is quiet and flat.
And they're all depending on me, and I strike out at
Or I'm on a long lonely road and I have a

and I check our joint account and find my love was a
with no gleam or bright shiny beam or rat a tat

Then again, I guess, it's
All sopranos: "I know it won't be always as bad as all this."

All altos: "I know it won't be always as bad as all this."

If it ain't so bad, it ain't so bad. It
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ain't exactly bliss.

But I
do not want to settle for a feline kiss:
Mez. 1

just me and my

Mez. 2

just me and my

Pno.

D.S. al Coda

after repeat

Coda

Mez. 1

cat.

D.S. al Coda

after repeat

Coda

Mez. 2

cat.

Pno.

D.S. al Coda

after repeat

Coda